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Abstract

This paper takes a building block approach to describing how the NSA's NetTop solution may be used in workstation architectures to create a secure computing platform for use in environments where sensitive or classified data must be processed in conjunction with non-sensitive data. The paper begins with a discussion of the challenges of secure computing in environments with data of varying degrees of sensitivity. Then the building blocks of the NetTop solution, SELinux and VMWare are highlighted. Finally a couple of potential architectures are described using this solution to provide a multi-workstation platform and when combined with personal firewalls and VPN technologies it can provide a secure platform for multi-sensitivity computing environments.
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Introduction

Certain processing environments require special care in maintaining confidentiality of data. In certain heterogeneous processing environments, such as, government, military, and intelligence organizations some data is of sufficient sensitivity to require clear separation of processing environments. This has usually resulted in the creation of multiple distinct processing environments with dedicated workstations and dedicated networks. In the past the solution employed in this situation is an air-gap strategy; multiple independent processing environments with dedicated networks and dedicated workstations. Figure 1 shows a typical workspace where an air-gap solution has been deployed. A typical user workspace will require one workstation and corresponding network to access the Internet, yet another workstation and corresponding network for non-sensitive intranet access for accessing corporate applications, and a third workstation and network for access to sensitive or classified applications.

Figure 1: Typical Workspace in an Air-Gap Processing Environment [1]

Figure 2 portrays a simplified network diagram for an air-gap processing environment. Note the presence of multiple distinct networks, and workstations for each processing environment.
The primary advantage of this type of deployment is that the physical separation of the processing environments prevents leakage of data between the networks. The only way data can cross between networks is by conscious physical effort by a person.

The downsides of an air-gap architecture are numerous.

- Increased capital or lease costs for workstations and networking equipment.
- Increased deployment, support, and maintenance costs.
- Users requiring access to multiple processing domains need to have multiple workstations in their work area. This leads to cluttered workspaces, and increased facilities costs due to the requirement for larger work areas.
- Physical security of sensitive networks is complicated due to the extension of the sensitive network into employee office areas.
- Areas with restricted space, or limited networking facilities, will not be able to meet all the processing needs of its users. A typical environment where this sort of data separation would be required is the military. Unfortunately, the military has unique IT problems in that some environments such as shipboard, or mobile facilities do not have the space or IT facilities to deploy an air-gap solution.
However, modern technology has provided a way to provide multiple processing domains using one workstation and potentially one network, while still providing a logical gap between the domains. The National Security Agency (NSA) has been promoting an architecture called NetTop. NetTop employs Security-Enhanced Linux to provide a secure operating system platform and VMWare to provide multiple virtual workstations on the same physical hardware. Hewlett-Packard (HP) has licensed this technology and is selling a commercial version of this architecture. The addition of VPN technology can provide logically separated networks, which permits the processing of data of different sensitivities over one network. The remainder of this document describes the components of the NetTop solution and some sample architectures which can deployed using this solution.

Solution Components

The NetTop solution consists of two primary components; Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux), and VMWare. Figure 3 shows a typical high-level NetTop workstation architecture.

The underlying operating system is Fedora Linux or Redhat Linux with SELinux extensions. This provides a stable, secure operating system base. Virtual workstations are created inside of VMWare virtual machines (VMs), thus creating a logical air-gap. The following sections break down these components in more detail.
Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux)

One of the National Security Agency’s (NSA) mandates is to protect the information assets of the United States [2]. Because of this mandate they take a leading role in producing security standards for the US federal government agencies and military [3].

One of the projects the NSA has been driving is Security-Enhanced Linux (SELinux). SELinux adds "enhanced" security features such as domains and Mandatory Access Control (MAC) to Linux. Essentially, it adds a security server and support utilities to a standard Linux kernel. This security server provides strong typing for objects, multiple processing domains in the same physical host, and an object and domain access policy to SELinux. These features provide the ability to restrict user and process access to system resources such as files, other processes and memory [4].

In the 2.4 and early 2.6 Linux kernels, SELinux is configured using kernel patches and utility RPMs. By the time the 2.6 kernel is released in Fedora Core 2 and eventually in Redhat Enterprise Linux, SELinux support will be an integral part of the 2.6 Linux kernel [5].

It’s ok. You can shout, “Stop! My brain is full!” I have introduced a lot of complicated sounding concepts in last few paragraphs. So let’s go back and look at some of those concepts so you can clearly understand SELinux’s capabilities and so you will be better equipped to understand how SELinux supports the NetTop solution.

Domains

SELinux provides support for domains and types. In SELinux every process including user shells are placed into separate domains, and every object on the system has a distinct type. Each domain can be thought of as a separate security domain. SELinux policy defines what access each domain has to each type as well as limiting interaction between domains. Users or processes in one domain cannot access objects in a different domain without the appropriate domain transitions or access rights defined in the SELinux policy [6]. This combined with Mandatory Access Control permits a very fine-grained ability to limit access to objects.

Mandatory Access Control

Typical access control in Linux is based on a Discretionary Access Control (DAC) model [7]. DAC is identity based, and owner controlled. In a DAC based system each user on a Linux server is assigned a userid. This userid permits the user to identify himself or herself to the server. The user is allowed to create, delete, or modify objects, such as files, within his scope of control, and through permissions can restrict which users can access these objects. In other words who can...
access an object is at the discretion of the owner of the object. This model is quite flexible. However this flexibility is also its biggest pitfall. The granularity of control is too broad, and cannot be restricted sufficiently to maintain the confidentiality of the object. Users, and by extension programs and processes have full control over the access given to files they create. For example once the owner of the object provides read access to an object, there is nothing stopping others from making a copy of the object and passing it on to others that the owner did not intend to have access.

What SELinux provides is a Mandatory Access Control (MAC) model. MAC mandates fine-grained access to all objects on the system [8]. In SELinux objects are assigned labels or attributes. These attributes are used to provide fine-grained control of access to object. In SELinux the fine-grained control and adherence to security domains is managed by the SELinux policy.

A Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) component assigns each user to a role. Under SELinux, each role has a list of domains that the role can operate in. The user cannot access domains which are not accessible from her role.

From a NetTop point of view this provides a mechanism to logically separate computing environments into different domains, thus reducing the likelihood access to sensitive processing domains even if the underlying SELinux machine is compromised.

Further detail on SELinux is beyond the scope of this paper. More information can be found on the SELinux home page at the NSA at http://www.nsa.gov/selinux/index.html.

**VMWare**

VMWare is a commercial application which permits the running of multiple virtual machines (VM) on the same physical workstation [9]. VMWare also permits the creation of virtual switches which can permit each VM to have logically separate networking from other virtual machines on the same physical hardware. VMWare runs on either Windows or Linux host operating system. In this case we are looking to use an SELinux host. But even though the host operating system is Linux the guest operating systems, the operating systems running in the VMs, can be any operating system supported by VMWare. This provides a great deal of flexibility from a deployment point of view.

From a NetTop point of view VMWare provides a mechanism to run virtual workstations and virtual networks of different sensitivities on the same physical workstation.
Putting it Together – NetTop

So, what have we got? NetTop is a Fedora Linux base, with SELinux extensions. This provides us with a secure computing base that is resistant to attack from the network, and permits separation of processing into separate domains. VMWare provides the ability to create multiple virtual workstations on the same computing platform. It also provides, through virtual networks, the ability to segregate the network inside the computer, so data of different sensitivities does not co-exist on the same network.

This in a nutshell is the NSA’s NetTop architecture [10]. HP also sells a commercial solution based on this architecture [1], although it does not at this time take advantage of SELinux integration into the 2.6 Linux kernel, nor does it support VMWare version 4. However HP does have plans to update the Linux kernel and VMWare version in future releases.

Architectures

This section describes some architectures which can be used in conjunction with the NetTop architecture. This is by no means an exhaustive list of all possible architectures, but rather is designed to show a sampling of how the NetTop architecture could be used in a typical multi-sensitivity processing environment.

Before we can proceed, we need to add another component to round out the architecture. NetTop provides us with a secure computing platform that supports multiple virtual workstations, however it does not protect against network based attacks against the virtual workstations. To provide a level of security against these type of attacks, a personal firewall should be used. I recommend a centrally managed personal firewall such as InfoExpress’s CyberArmor [11] or other similar products available. By using a centrally managed firewall in all VMs, separate policies can be applied to each VM thus providing a more conservative policy to sensitive processing domains, and a more liberal on where appropriate in less sensitive processing domains.

This brings us to the first architecture. In the legacy situation where multiple physical networks of varying sensitivities are present in the facility, NetTop provides us with the ability to eliminate the extra desktops and only use one desktop for connectivity to multiple networks. Figure 4 shows a high-level network view of what this topology looks like. Please note that each workstation has two network interface cards, one on the non-sensitive network, and the other on the sensitive network.
Figure 5 shows a high-level view of the workstation architecture for this scenario. In this case, VMWare not only provides multiple processing environments by providing one VM for sensitive processing, and one for non-sensitive processing, but VMWare also provides multiple virtual networks to provide logical separation of the network data within the machine. Each of these virtual networks can be associated with a physical network interface in the host to permit the appropriate VM to access only the network which it should have access to.

In this scenario since the SELinux host operating system only exists to provide services to the VMWare application, the SELinux host operating system does not need, and should not be assigned an IP address. This reduces the possibility of a network based attack against the host operating system being used to compromise the VMWare based processing environments.

Each processing environment can be configured to require authentication, thus each processing environment can have different credentials to authenticate the user.

A personal firewall is installed in each VM to provide increased security to those processing environments. By using a centrally managed personal firewall, different policies can be applied to each processing environment depending on the sensitivity of the environment and the requirement to access network resources. For example the non-sensitive processing environment most
probably contains the majority of the corporate services, so it will require a more liberal firewall policy to permit access to file shares, printers, databases, etc. The sensitive environment probably contains very few services, and the firewall policy can be more strictly limited.

Our next architecture, as shown in Figure 6, shows an architecture where multiple processing environments are required, but only one physical network is present. This network will need to be used to carry both non-sensitive and sensitive data on the same medium. Fortunately, encryption technology provides us with the ability to secure the sensitive network traffic using Virtual Private Networks (VPNs). The VPN provides secure key exchange using IKE/ISAKMP and 128 bit or greater symmetric encryption for the actual VPN tunnel. All data
bound for the sensitive network will be encapsulated inside of the encrypted tunnel. Thus, using a VPN we can create virtual networks for encapsulating sensitive network traffic while still using a non-secured network as transport.

![Diagram of network configuration with VPN]

Figure 6: Single Network, Single Desktop

While either a gateway-to-gateway VPN, or a client to gateway could be used in this architecture, a client-to-gateway VPN provides several advantages. Firstly, gateway-to-gateway VPNs generally use a pre-shared secret key to establish the VPN tunnel. If this pre-shared secret is compromised it is possible to compromise the VPN. With a client-to-gateway VPN the key is negotiated using IKE/ISAKMP, thus making the compromise of the tunnel substantially more difficult. Secondly, client-to-gateway VPNs generally require a user to authenticate to establish a VPN tunnel with the gateway. This authentication can be used to provide a secondary mechanism to validate the identity of the user in the sensitive processing environment.

Figure 7 shows a high-level view of the workstation architecture for this scenario. In this case, VMWare once again provides multiple processing environments by providing one VM for sensitive processing, and one for non-sensitive processing. But in this scenario, because a VPN is used to segregate the networks, VMWare only provides one virtual network within the host to handle both the sensitive and non-sensitive network traffic.

In this scenario as well, the SELinux host operating system only exists to provide services to the VMWare application, so once again the SELinux host operating system does not need, and should not be assigned an IP address. This reduces the possibility of a network based attack against the host operating system being used to compromise the VMWare based processing environments.
Each processing environment can be configured to require authentication, thus each processing environment can have different credentials to authenticate the user.

Once again, a personal firewall is installed in each VM to provide increased security to those processing environments from network based attacks.
The client-to-gateway VPN provides a secondary authentication mechanism for access to the network, as well as providing an encrypted transport mechanism for the sensitive network data over the non-sensitive network. Once the VPN terminates at the VPN gateway, the sensitive network traffic will be able to traverse the sensitive network the same as any directly connected host.

This sort of architecture also provides some major advantages over the air-gap architecture. The first advantage is that the physical part of the sensitive network does not need to be deployed all the way to the desktop. In fact the physical workstation can be deployed at a substantial distance from the actual sensitive network, in a separate building or facility, a different country, or even on a different continent. Also, if this workstation architecture is deployed universally when access to the sensitive network is required, the sensitive network can be completely secured in a secured room, or facility with its only exposure to other networks being the external interface of the VPN gateway. This is substantially more secure and substantially cheaper from a deployment and support point of view than deploying the sensitive network all the way to the desktop.

**Conclusions**

This document has attempted to show that SELinux when combined with VMWare can be used to create a secure desktop architecture which when combined with personal firewalls, and VPN technology can be used provide an alternative to multiple desktops, and multiple networks, in environments where sensitive data needs to be processed such as military and government facilities.

This sort of architecture can be used to reduce the complexity, deployment costs, and maintenance costs of deploying multiple desktops and multiple networks, and can even extend the processing of sensitive data to environments where it would not previously have been feasible such as aboard ship, or mobile installations.
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